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5. Jones-matrix mapping of complex degree of mutual 

anisotropy of birefringent protein networks during the 

differentiation of myocardium necrotic changes 

 

Yu.A. Ushenko, V.T. Bachinskyi, O.Ya. Vanchuliak,  

O.V. Dubolazov, M.S. Garazdyuk, V.A. Ushenko 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Optical methods of diagnostics of biological tissues include three 

directions: 

�� Spectral methods [1-3] based on investigation of absorption spectra 

of biological objects and media. 

�� Polarization methods [4-7]. The main disadvantage of such a 

mehtods consists in the azimuthal dependence of the obtained data on 

the rotation angle of the sample in relation to the probing beam [8-12]. 

Therefore the results of polarization mapping are hardly reproducible.  

�� Correlation methods are devoid of this disadvantage [13-15]. In 

[16] a new azimuthally stable parameter & complex degree of mutual 

polarization (CDMP) � �tddW ,, 21  is introduced for characterizing the 

correlation between the polarization states the object field in the points 

� �21,dd  with the intensities � �tdI ,1 , � �tdI ,2  
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For the purpose of practical applications in the field of investigation of 

optically anisotropic tissues another form of (5.1) is used [17-20] 
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were � �1d>  �� � �2d>  & the phase shifts between the orthogonal components 

xE , yE of amplitude of laser beam. 

In [17-20] relation (5.2) takes into consideration linear birefringence 

of biological tissues fibrillar networks. However, taking into account the 

circular birefringence of protein molecules, which form the fibrillar 

networks, is topical. In [21] the technique of differentiation of such 

mechanisms of anisotropy using of direct and inverse Fourier transform of 

microscopic images of these objects is proposed. 

This research presents the possibilities of diagnostics of myocardium 

necrotic changes. At present time postmortem diagnostics of acute 

coronary syndrome is a leading approach in morphological [22, 23] and 

forensic [24, 25] investigations. Balanced accuracy [26-28] of acute 

coronary insufficiency detection by conventional histochemical methods 

does not exceed 65%-70% and takes relatively long time. Therefore, 

topical is the development of new, more accurate and express methods 

utilizing of novel optical-physical approaches to formation and processing 

of microscopic images of myocardium histological sections. 

This work is aimed at the development and substantiation of the 

method Jones-matrix mapping and spatial-frequency filtering of 

manifestations of optical anisotropy caused by the necrotic changes of 

histological sections of myocardium tissue of those who have died of 

ischemic heart disease (IHD) and acute coronary insufficiency (ACI). 

Two types of optical anisotropy simultaneously exist in biological 

tissues [11]. There are: 
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�� phase anisotropy (linear and circular birefringence); 

�� amplitude anisotropy (linear and circular dichroism). 

Optical manifestations of such a mechanisms connected with 

morphological structure of biological tissues. So, circular birefringence and 

dichroism connected with spiral-like structure of protein molecules. Linear 

birefringence and dichroism appear as the result of formation by such 

structures of spatially ordered fibrillar networks.  

Mechanisms of phase and amplitude anisotropies of protein structures 

can be separated by choosing of spectral region. Absorption of proteins is 

minimal at long-wave region of spectrum. Due to this fact in our spectral 

region of radiation of He-Ne laser ( m+� 6328.0
 ) optical anisotropy of 

myocardium tissue consists of the combination of circularly birefringent 

molecules of myosin, which form linear birefringence of fibers and bundles 

of fibrillar network. 

Let's consider detailed analytical description �f the processes of 

transformation of laser radiation by myocardium tissue [6-12]: 

�� there are two scales of spatial organization of optically anisotropic 

components of myocardium tissue; 

�� components ( mml ++ 155~ * ) of optically anisotropic molecules of 

myosin with prevailing circular birefringence form small scale; 

�� components ( mml ++ 20050~ * ) of fibrillar optically anisotropic 

network of myosin with prevailing (due to spatial ordering of the directions 

of optical axes of partial biological crystals) linear birefringence form large 

scale; 

�� polarization properties of the points of such optically anisotropic 

layer are characterized by the following matrix of optical anisotropy � �F  
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� � � �� �CLF 
 ,                                                         (5.3) 

 

where � �L  & Jones matrix of linear birefringence; � �C  & Jones matrix of 

circular birefringence or optical activity [20] 
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here �  & optical axis direction, � � np�
 �
�0 2  & phase shift value between 

the orthogonal components of the laser wave amplitude with wavelength � , 

which passed the geometrical path p  through the biological crystal with 

linear birefringence n� ; 0  & angle of rotation of polarization plane of laser 

beam caused by circular birefringence.  

For azimuthally stable situation of biological tissue probing by 

circularly polarized beam, taking into account (5.4), we obtain the 

interconnection between the optical anisotropy of the layer and the 

polarization structure of its image. 
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Relation (5.5) can be rewritten as a 'one-point( interconnection of the 

optically anisotropic parameters and amplitude 
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Due to 'two-point( approach [16-19] similarly to the CDMP 

parameter � �21,ddW  (5.1) parameter of Jones-matrix correlation � �21,ddH  & 
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the complex degree of mutual anisotropy (CDMA) & can be introduced. It 

directly characterizes the degree of consistency of parameters of linear and 

circular birefringence in the points of the biological tissue 
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x . In order to determine the analytical 

expression for CDMA we have used the relation (5.1) taking into account 

the relations (5.3) - (5.5) 
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As the result we have obtained the new correlation parameter � �21,ddH  

describing generalized anisotropy of biological tissues layers. Let's 

consider the spatial-frequency filtering for separation of coordinate 

distributions of CDMA formed by various components of the diagnosed 

layer of myocardium tissue with linear and circular birefringence.  

The task of optical selection of polarization appearances of the linear 

( 0�, ) and circular (L ) birefringence of the network of myosin fibrils of 

myocardium tissue for the differentiation of the cause of death from the 

viewpoint of medicine is topical. It follows from fact that in the case of 

death due to ACI - there are necrotic changes of myosin structures on 

small-scale range. From the optical point of view such process reveals in 

degradation of circular birefringence ( IL ) of the fibrillar network. Death 

due to IHD accompanied by orientation changes of large-scale fibrillar 

network with the degradation of linear birefringence ( I0 ). Traditional 

histological diagnostics and differentiation of such necrotic changes is 

rather labor-intensive, it requires more time and often appears to be 

ambiguous. Let's return to the analysis of interconnections ((5.1)-(5.6)) 
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between the biological layer image polarization structure and parameters 

describing it anisotropy. According to the proposed model of such 

anisotropy the linear birefringence is typical mainly for large-scale fibrillar 

networks of myosin fibrils. In the case of small-scale structures the circular 

birefringence is typical. Thus spatially high-frequency ( � �0�,E ) and low-

frequency ( � �LE ) components are formed in the image of such an object. 

For the purpose of a selection of above mentioned conditions the method of 

spatial-frequency filtration of the polarization inhomogeneous laser images 

in Fourier plane has been applied [21].  

The main idea of such approach is that spatial-frequency structure of 

the Fourier spectrum of myocardium tissue laser image is different for its 

large-scale and small-scale protein structures. Therefore, usage of spatial-

frequency filtration brings the possibility for isolation either of low-

frequency (with linear birefringence) or of high-frequency (with circular 

birefringence) components, which by means of Fourier transform can be 

transformed into respectively 'separated( laser images. By mean of 

location of vignetting (transparent � �)N �� ,L  or opaque � �)N ��� ,1L ) 

diaphragm in the central part of Fourier plane using of reverse Fourier 

transform it is possible to restore the low- and high-frequency components 
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Therefore, coordinate distributions of the Jones matrix elements of 

linear � � � �UFqik
>, 
0�  and circular � � � �UFaik

O
L  birefringence can be 

measured according to classical technique [20]. As the result we obtain the 

analytical expressions of the CDMA parameter ( � �21,,, ddH 0� , � �21,, ddH L ) 

for various types of optically anisotropic layers of myocardium tissue. 
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Experimental confirmation of the efficiency of spatial-frequency 

separation of optical manifestations of phase anisotropy mechanisms of 

different scale structures of myocardium proved in the symmetry of Jones 

matrix. Thus, for the linear birefringence - all matrix elements 0Pikf  

(object field is formed by elliptically polarized fragments); for circular 

birefringence 221121;12 ;0 fff /;  (object field is formed by linearly polarized 

fragments). 

5.2. Spatial-Frequency Filtering of CDMA Coordinate 

Distributions 

Experimental investigations of CDMA coordinate distributions were 

performed in the classical setup of polarimeter [5]. Modified setup of such 

laser Stokes-polarimeter with spatial-frequency filtration is presented in 

Fig. 5.1.  
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Fig. 5.1. Experimental setup of Stokes-polarimeter with spatial-frequency 

filtering. Here 1 & He-Ne laser; 2 & collimator; 3 & stationary quarterwave

plate; 5, 10 & mechanically movable quarterwave plates; 4, 11 & polarizer

and analyzer respectively; 6 & object of investigation; 7, 9 & strain-free

objectives; 8 & low-frequency and high-frequency filters, 12 & CCD

camera; 13 & personal computer

Illumination of the investigated sample 6 was performed by parallel 

(, = 104 ��.� He-Ne ( 6328.0
� ��6� ��?��� 5
W  mW) laser beam 1, 2.

The polarization light source consists of quarter-wave plates 3, 5 

(Achromatic True Zero-Order Waveplate) and polarizer 4; this enables to 

form a laser beam with random azimuth 0
0

0 1800 ��-  or ellipticity 

0
0

0 900 �� .  of polarization. Myocardium histological sections 6 were 

located in the focal plane of strain-free objective 7 (Nikon CFI Achromat P, 

working distance & 30mm, NA & 0.1, magnification & 4x). In the back focal

plane a spatial-frequency (a low-frequency � �)N �� ,L  or high-frequency

� �)N ��� ,1L ) filter 8 was located. Strain-free objective 9 was located at the 

focal distance from frequency plane of objective 7 and, therefore, 
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performed an inverse Fourier-transform of spatially filtered field of laser 

radiation. The coordinate distribution of intensity of such field was 

registered in the plane of light-sensitive CCD-camera 12 (The Imaging 

Source DMK 41AU02.AS, monochrome 1/2" CCD, Sony ICX205AL 

(progressive scan);� resolution & 1280x960; size of light-sensitive plate &

��		$��		���6������ �!� ��& 0.05 lx; dynamic range & 8 bit; SNR & 9 bit,

deviation of photosensitive characteristics from the linear one does not 

exceed 5%) that was also located at the focal distance from objective 9 and 

provided the measurement range of the structural elements of the restored 

image of myocardium tissue histological sections for geometrical sizes 2-

�			����

5.3. Results and Discussion 

The experimental measurement of CDMA components & complex

elements ikd  of Jones matrix & is based on the approach suggested in [20].

1. Determination of statistically reliable representative selection of

patients with the known (referent) diagnosis

As objects of investigation we chose optically thin (attenuation 

coefficient 097.0091.0 */� ) histological sections of biopsy of myocardium 

tissue. In this case in the volume of such layers single scattering regime is 

realized. In other words there is no depolarization (multiple scattering), but 

only the transformation of polarization, which is accompanied by the 

formation of polarization-inhomogeneous images of myocardium samples.  

From the medical point of view two groups of patient with the 

following diagnoses, prepared according to standard technique on the 

freezing microtome were formed: 

��group 1 & dead due to IHD;
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��group 2 & dead due to ACI.

In our case group 1 plays the role of control and group 2 - diagnosed. 

The differentiation of IHD (group 1) and ACI (group 2) was 

determined by the gold standard method & biopsy of surgically removed

myocardium. A reliable number of people ( 51
n ) was determined by 

means of software product Statmate for 95% confidence interval ( 05.0Ap ). 

The value of representative sampling was verified by the cross-validation 

method. Root-mean-square deviation of the average value of statistical 

moments 4;3;2;1
iM  does not exceed 0.025; this corresponds to the value of 

statistically reliable confidence interval 05.0Ap . 

2. Samples preparation

Optically thin histological sections of myocardium tissue biopsy were

prepared on freezing microtome according to standard technique. 

3. Algorithm of the analysis of CDMA coordinate distributions

The measured distributions � �L0� HHq ,,� were objectively analyzed

within the statistical approach & the set of statistical moments of the 1st-4th

order was determined 
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Here S  - number of pixels of CCD-camera. These parameters 

characterize the mean ( 1M ), dispersion ( 2M ), skewness ( 3M ) and kurtosis 

or 'peak sharpness( ( 4M ) of histograms � �qN .

4. Jones-matrix mapping of CDMA coordinate distributions of

myocardium histological sections with spatial-frequency selection. 

We have used a classical approach proposed in monography [20] for 

experimental measurements of Jones matrix elements within each pixel of 

CCD camera. Jones matrix can be written as the combination of real and 

imaginary (phase angles) components. The values of real components of 

Jones matrix elements can be measured as follows: 

� sample was illuminated by linearly polarized beam with azimuth 00 ; 

� transmission plane of analyzer was rotated by angles of 00 90;0  and the 

corresponding intensities of transmitted radiation were measured; 

� sample was illuminated by linearly polarized beam with azimuth 090 ; 

� transmission plane of analyzer was rotated by angles of 00 90;0  and the 

corresponding intensities of transmitted radiation were measured; 

� real components of Jones matrix elements were calculated.

The values of imaginary components of Jones matrix elements can 

be measured as follows:

� sample was illuminated by right circularly polarized beam (angle

between the transmission plane of polarizer and fast axis of

quarterwave plate was 045 );

� transmission plane of analyzer was rotated by angles of 00 90;0  and the 

corresponding intensities of transmitted radiation were measured; 

� sample was illuminated by linearly polarized beam with azimuth 045 ; 
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�� transmission plane of analyzer was rotated by angles of 00 90;0  and the 

corresponding intensities of transmitted radiation were measured; 

�� imaginary components of Jones matrix elements were calculated. 

High- and low-frequency filtering of polarization-inhomogeneous 

object field of myocardium histological sections was performed by using of 

transparent and opaque diaphragms (Fig. 5.1, fragment 8). 

For the purpose of choosing of diaphragm size the dependencies of 

values of all statistical moments from the size of spatial-frequency 

diaphragm were investigated. It was determined that beginning from the 

specific size of spatial-frequency filter ( 125
�R pixels) the change of values 

of the set of statistical moments reached its saturation. As the criterion of 

optimal size we chose the condition of simultaneous extremal values of all 

statistical moments. For low-frequency filter (transparent) the diaphragm 

s�1��?����%,�	���$��� -  ��������������� ��� ��� ���2�����������  ���,��	�

mm-1. Optimal size of high-frequency filter (opaque) was 601 
� �R  pixels - 

 ������������������ ������2��������������,��	���-1. 

Efficiency of spatial-frequency filtering of manifestations of linear and 

circular birefringence was estimated in accordance with the symmetry of 

Jones matrixes and prevailing polarization type high- and low-frequency 

components of images of myocardium samples. 

It was determined that in the case of low-frequency filtering all 

elements of Jones matrix 0Pikf . In addition, 94% of the pixels of digital 

camera recorded elliptically polarized areas of the myocardium image. In 

the case of high-frequency filtering the following results were obtained - 

221121;12 ;0 fff /;  (91% of linearly polarized areas). 

The values of CDMA were calculated as follows: 
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�� under different diaphragming conditions the two-dimensional arrays 

of values of Jones matrix elements were measured within each pixel;  

�� for each line in two-dimensional array of Jones matrix elements a 

pairs of neighbor pixels were chosen; 

�� for each pair of such pixels one value of CDMA was calculated; 

�� at the next stage by means of scanning with the step of one pixel a set 

of CDMA values was determined within the chosen line of CCD 

camera; 

�� above mentioned scanning was performed within all lines of light 

sensitive area of CCD camera and the two-dimensional array of 

CDMA values was calculated. 

The figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the results of Jones-matrix mapping of 

low-frequency (linear birefringence of fibrillar networks & Fig. 5.2) and 

high-frequency (circular birefringence of myosin molecules & Fig. 5.3) 

CDMA distributions of myocardium tissue histological sections. Figures 

consists of the coordinate distributions (fragments (1),(3)) and histograms 

� �qN  (fragments (2),(4)) of sample randomly taken from group 1 

(fragments (1),(2)) and from group 2 (fragments (3),(4)). 

 

Fig. 5.2. Coordinate distribution ((1),(3)) and histograms ((2),(4)) of 

CDMA of linear birefringence of histological sections of myocardium 

tissue of group 1 ((1),(2)) and group 2 ((3),(4)). 
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Fig. 5.3. Coordinate distribution ((1),(3)) and histograms ((2),(4)) of 

CDMA of circular birefringence of histological sections of myocardium 

tissue of group 1 ((1),(2)) and group 2 ((3),(4)). 

 

CDMA 0� ,H . The comparative analysis of the spatial-frequency 

filtered coordinate distributions � �nmH (0� ,  of large-scale network of 

myocardium layer revealed certain difference between them. The 

histograms of the CDMA distribution for a histological section of 

myocardium from group 2 (ACI) are characterized by asymmetric structure 

(Fig. 5.2, fragment (4)). The similar distribution found for the tissue sample 

from group 1 (IHD) (Fig. 5.2, fragment (2)) is more symmetrical. The 

revealed peculiarity is related to the structure of myosin fibrils. For 

histological sections of group 2 the directions of the myosin fibrils are 

more ordered in the direction of optical axes. For the samples from group 1 

the similar network of myocardium layer is more disordered in directions. 

From the optical point of view this geometrical structure ( maxNM	� ) 

reveals in the formation of the priority, most probable values of CDMA 

� �nmH (0� ,  (relations (5.1), (5.3)-(5.6)), the set of which forms the main 

extreme. Statistically such a process is detected by the following changes 
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of � �0� ,4;3;2;1 HMi
 (relations (5.7)). For the IHD & the decrease of the

skewness I3M  and the kurtosis I4M  of histograms � �0� ,HN . Other

statistical moments (mean J1M , dispersion J2M ) increase. Thus 'CDMA

0� ,H  - biopsy( appeared to be sensitive to the changes of linear

birefringence caused by necrotic transformation of fibrillar networks of 

myocardium. That is why this information is important for differentiation 

of causes of death due to IHD and ACI.  

CDMA LH . The physical mechanism of circular birefringence 

formation is first of all related to concentration of optically active protein 

molecules of myosin, which form the myocardium fibrillar networks. 

Necrotic changes caused by ACI lead to decrease of concentration of 

protein molecules. Thus the correlation parameter >W  of such layers is 

characterized by the less magnitude of values in comparison with the 

CDMA distribution obtained for myocardium from group 1. Quantitatively 

such difference characterizes histograms � �LHN  (Fig. 5.3, fragment (2)). It

is obvious from the obtained data (Fig. 5.3, fragment (4)) that for necrotic 

changes caused by ACI less in magnitude values of the average � �ILHM1 ,

dispersion � �ILHM 2  are typical. The skewness � �JLHM 3 and the kurtosis 

� �JLHM 4 of distributions � �LHN  increases. This fact indicates to sensitivity 

'CDMA LH  - biopsy( to 'concentration( changes of circular birefringence

of myocardium. That is why such information is the most important in the 

ACI diagnostics of myocardium.  

5. Statistical analysis

The differentiation between the group 1 and group 2 was determined 

by using of the following methodology [26-28]:  
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�� within each set of values of statistical moments 4;3;2;1
iM  we 

determined the average value 4;3;2;1
iM  and standard deviation 4;3;2;1
iK ; 

�� differences between the statistical sets 4;3;2;1
iM  were significant in the 

case when the average value 4;3;2;1
iM  within the group 1 didn't 

"overlap" with the standard deviation 4;3;2;1
iK  within group 2 and vice 

versa. 

�� within both groups of myocardium samples for the distributions of 

values of each statistical moments 4;3;2;1
iM  we chose cutoff of K3  

(99.72% of all possible values of changes of iM ). Sequentially, we 

determined the number of "false negative" ( b ) and "false positive" 

( d ) conclusions; 

�� For every statistical moments traditional for probative medicine 

operational characteristics: sensitivity ( %100
ba

a
Se



 ), specificity 

( %100
dc

c
Sp



 ) and balanced accuracy (

2

SpSe
Ac



 ), where a  and 

b  are the number of correct and wrong diagnoses within group 2; c  

and d  - the same within group 1 were determined. 

 

Table 5.1. Parameters of statistical structure of CDMA coordinate 

distributions 

Parameters 

 

0� ,H  LH  

IHD ACI IHD ACI 

1M  0.76= 0.054 0.72= 0.051 0.09= 0.005 0.06= 0.004 

2M  0.21= 0.014 0.24= 0.015 0.11= 0.007 0.08= 0.006 

3M  0.39= 0.023 0.21= 0.016 0.71= 0.057 1.21= 0.084 

4M  0.58= 0.035 0.72= 0.15 1.23= 0.091 1.92= 0.14 
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The comparative analysis of the data obtained (Table 5.1) showed that 

the differences between the values of average 4;3;2;1
iM  moments of all 

orders are statistically valid. However, there is an intergroup overlap for all 

histograms � �iMN . Moreover, the range of such an overlap is inversely 

proportional to the value of the difference between the averages 4;3;2;1
iM . 

The moments � �0� ,4;3 HM i
 appeared to be sensitive in differentiation of 

linear birefringence maps � �nmH (0� ,  of myocardium histological sections

(highlighted in grey in Table 1). For circular birefringence distributions 

� �nmH (L of myocardium layers the most preferred are also higher-order

statistical moments � �LHMi 4;3
 . 

Table 5.2 presents the parameters of information value of azimuthally 

stable method of Jones-matrix mapping of optical anisotropy of histological 

sections of biopsy of myocardium with different necrotic changes. 

Table 5.2. Operational characteristics of the method of Jones-matrix 

mapping of optical anisotropy of histological sections of biopsy of 

myocardium 

Parameters iM 0� ,H  LH  

� �iMAc 1M 56% 67% 

2M 58% 65% 

3M 93% 89% 

4M 91% 92% 

The obtained results enable to state a rather high level of accuracy of 

azimuthally stable Jones-matrix mapping. According to the criteria of 

probative medicine [26] the parameters � � %90~LAc  correspond to good

quality, while � � %90, H0�Ac  & to high quality.

6. Possibilities of clinical application
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The suggested method is more objective and express (the time of 

getting the result is 15�t  minutes). That is why it can be used as a 

preliminary one in histology for differentiation of causes of death due to 

IHD and ACI. Here the 'CDMA 0� ,H  - biopsy( is the most accurate and 

informative for IHD. In the task of early detection of ACI changes the use 

of 'CDMA LH  - biopsy( is more proper. Still it is too early to claim that 

the investigation of this problem is completed. Thus to implement this 

method into routine laboratory practice numerous clinical tests are required 

in forensic medicine.  
 

5.4.Conclusion 

The efficiency of the developed technique of spatial-frequency Fourier 

polarimetry of CDMA in the diagnostics of the necrotic changes of 

myocardium tissue was demonstrated. 

The differentiation criteria between the causes of death due to IHD 

and ACI on the basis of the statistical (statistical moments of the 1st & 4th 

order) analysis of the spatial-frequency filtered distributions of CDMA of 

myocardium tissue are defined. 
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